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SUMMARY:

Leadership expert Liz Wiseman describes research around the management style of three types of leaders: The "Multiplier” who
amplifies the intelligence of the leaders around them, the “Diminisher” who exhausts and frustrates the people with whom they
interact and the “Accidental Diminisher” who unintentionally has a diminishing effect.

KEY TAKEAWAYS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There is latent and unused intelligence all around us.
The best leaders use their intelligence to amplify the capability of the people around them.
When you lead like a Multiplier, people around you actually get smarter and more capable.
Multipliers believe people are smart and will figure it out.
Diminishers believe no one will figure it out without them.
Some types of Diminishers are empire builders, tyrants, know-it-alls, decision-makers & micro managers.
Some types of Multipliers are talent magnets, liberators, challengers, debate-makers & investors.
Diminishers get less than 50% of people’s talent. Multipliers get 95% of people’s talent.
Accidental Diminishers are totally unaware they have a diminishing impact.
Some types of Accidental Diminishers are the idea guy, always on, rescuer, pace setter, rapid responder, optimist.
Are you leading like the genius? Or are you leading like the genius-maker who creates intelligence within those around you?
It’s time we realize that the top of the intelligence hierarchy is the genius-maker, not the genius.

REFLECTION QUESTIONS:
1.

Think about a job where you worked for a Diminisher and fill out the chart below.
Name of the job

2.

How much of your intelligence
did they get?

Think about a job where you worked for a Multiplier and fill out the chart below.
Name of the job

3.

What specific actions did
the Diminisher do?

What specific actions did
the Multiplier do?

How much of your intelligence
did they get?

Which of the following Accidental Diminisher types do you most identify with? (Take the Accidental Diminisher Quiz,
http://multipliersbooks.com/adquiz/#.WdKfDdOGNsY).
Idea Guy
Always On
Rescuer
Pace Setter
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Rapid Responder
Optimist
4.

What is one thing you could do to work on your Accidental Diminisher tendency?

RESOURCES MENTIONED:
Liz Wiseman’s presentation slides, https://www.dropbox.com/s/b9qtr9da5anbwy2/LIZ%20WISEMAN%20SLIDES.pdf?dl=1
Silicon Valley, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silicon_Valley
Larry Gelwix, http://highlandrugby.net/index.php/11-coaches/6-larry-gelwix
Wangari Maathai, http://www.greenbeltmovement.org/wangari-maathai
KR Sridhar, http://www.bloomenergy.com/about/management-team/#sridhar
Bloom Energy, http://www.bloomenergy.com/
Oracle, https://www.oracle.com/index.html
Charlie Brown’s teacher, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ss2hULhXf04
Bono, https://www.one.org/us/person/bono/
George Clooney, http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000123/bio
William Ewart Gladstone, https://www.britannica.com/biography/William-Ewart-Gladstone
Benjamin Disraeli, https://www.britannica.com/biography/Benjamin-Disraeli

RELATED LINKS:
The Wiseman Group, http://thewisemangroup.com
Multipliers books, http://multipliersbooks.com/about/#.WdKhHNOGNsY
Accidental Diminisher poster download, http://multipliersbooks.com/the-accidental-diminisher-poster-download/#.WdKg6NOGNsZ
Accidental Diminisher Quiz, http://multipliersbooks.com/adquiz/#.WdKfDdOGNsY
Willow Creek Community Church, http://www.willowcreek.org
The Global Leadership Summit, http://www.willowcreek.com/summit
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